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Cartes du Corps (body cards)

IF YOU LIKE
TOPOGRAPHY AND
MALE FINE ART
PHOTOGRAPHY, THEN
WE HAVE NEWS FOR
YOU. FRENCH ARTISTS
DANIEL NASSOY WILL
OPEN HIS NEWEST
EXHIBITION ON
JANUARY 12 IN PARIS,
SHOWING EXACTLY
THOSE TWO ELEMENTS
COMBINED. HOWEVER,
IF THAT IS ALL YOU ARE
INTERESTED IN, THEN
MAYBE THIS WORK OF
ART IS NOT FOR YOU.
BECAUSE DANIEL'S
CARTES DU CORPS
EXHIBITION, WHICH IS
PART OF HIS LARGER
LIBERTÉ ET
HOMOSEXUALITÉ
PROJECT IS A LOT MORE
THAN JUST PRETTY
PICTURES.
UNFORTUNATELY…

We once introduce Daniel
Nassoy as a man of passion
and we couldn't have been
more right. Daniel is
passionate about cats, about
the music of the late Egyptian
singer and actress Oum

Kalsoum, about computers – or to be more specific Apple – and about Photoshop. Daniel is also an enthusiast
when it comes to photography, especially when the subjects are Paris, nature and/or men. We also mentioned
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at that time that Daniel's
work, which characterizes
itself by a most iconic black-
and-white-with-color-touch
style, can be summarized with
one single word: escape. That
we take back. Because the
work Daniel has been
releasing last year, and the
portraits he is going to put on
display this month are
anything but an escape. They
are, regardless of the fact that
they are absolutely stunning to
look at, a very hard reminder
of the world we are living in
today. Poetic photography
with the face of reality.

Last year Daniel Nassoy
had two exhibitions of his
work: Chroniques and
Ménage à Trois. Both series of
work are part of a larger
project Daniel is working and
and – yes – passionate about.
His project Liberté et
Homosexualité (Freedom and
homosexuality). A project
name that is as easy to
understand as his next
photographic instalment:
Cartes du Corps (body cards).
From January 12 and

February 15 and then again between May 6 and 17 Daniel Nassoy will host his exhibition Cartes du Corps
showing portraits of beautiful men in black and white, overlaid with country maps and flags in color. The style
is typical for Daniel and so recognizable that it can easily be seen as his signature style. The work is beautiful:
aesthetic and sensual. But there is much more to it than that.

"Many countries still condemn homosexuality today, especially on the African continent where the death
penalty is still applied in 11 countries," Daniel Nassoy comments on his project and work. "There are still
many countries where homosexuality is not accepted, where homosexuals and transsexuals are assaulted,
imprisoned or killed. The work that I put on display are photographic portraits of male nudes branded with
flags and maps of countries where the death penalty is still applied when one is homo- or transsexual."

A beautiful intitiative and a beautiful execution. But Daniel Nassoy did not simply stop there. Because not
only did he mark the countries that apply death penalty, he also included those nations that believe
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homosexuality can be "healed"
using drugs, imprisonment of
psychiatric treatments. And
countries where gay men and
women can actually marry but
still need to fight against parts
of the population and
government who keep pushing
back. In other words, even if
we think we are out of the
water, it seems our feet are
still wet. The men in Daniel
Nassoy's portraits are overlaid
with bright colored flags and
detailed country maps that
morph into the veins of the
body and sometimes even
transform themselves into
bruising that reinforce the
message even more.

Daniel Nassoy's Cartes du
Corpes can be seen in
exhibition in the iconic gay bar
Le Mine in Paris, from
January 14 until February 17.
A second instalment will take
place during the FEPN, the
important and international
renowned Festival Européen
de la Photo de Nu in Arles,
France. We would strongly
advise you to visit one of the
two shows, not only because of
the work which is simply

stunning, but obviously also for the cause it represents. If you for some reason are not able to do so, don't
worry. Daniel has also self-published a handsome photobook displaying his portraits and launched a video to
introduce the project. The video can be seen on Vimeo. The book can be purchased through the publishing
website Blurb. –BM-

Featuring models: Gaetan (Allemagne/Germany) | Jean-Franlo (Antigua et Barbuda/Antigua and Barbuda. Argentine/Argentina.
Espagne/Spain) | Greg (Brésil/Brazil) | Jonathan (Chine/China) | Alex (Cuba) | Franck (France Gay. Swaziland) | Emeric
(Grèce/Greece) | Carl (Haïti/Haiti) | Jeremy (Iran) | Steeve (Mauritanie/ Mauritania) | Geoffroy (Nigeria) | Matt (Pologne/Poland.
Russie/Russia) | Steve (Soudan/Sudan) | Erick & Boris (Turkquie/Turkey) | Carl & Emmanuel (Maroc et Algérie/ Morocco and
Algeria).

DANIEL NASSOY | BEAUTIFULMAG
MEN OF MY DREAMS | BEAUTIFULMAG
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Daniel NASSOY
 
Photographe 

Le travail que je propose pour CHRONIQUES est un 
travail photographique de nu masculin avec 
incrustation des drapeaux et carte des pays où la peine 
de mort est encore appliquée lorsque l’on est 
homosexuelle ou transsexuelle.  
Je travaille également sur les autres pays, ceux où les 
homosexuels sont condamnés à de lourdes peines de 
prison ou ne sont tout simplement pas acceptés par la 
population.  
Le travail que je propose est un travail photographique 
de nu masculin avec incrustation des drapeaux et carte 
des pays où la peine de mort est encore appliquée 
lorsque l’on est homosexuelle ou transsexuelle. Je 
travaille également sur les autres pays.  
Les cartes deviennent alors les veines des corps ou 
parfois les meurtrissures dans lesquels elles se 
retrouvent incrustées.  

87 rue Saint-Maur 75011 PARIS  06 60 25 29 45  
contact@danielnassoy.com    danielnassoy.com     menofmydreams.com 
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Daniel NASSOY

85, 87, rue Saint-Maur
75011 PARIS

01 71 20 24 97
06 60 25 29 45

Mail : contact@danielnassoy.com

Sites
danielnassoy.com 
menofmydreams.com
myportraitinparis.com


